
Never sleep, Never Wake 
“A small town celebrates the yearly Neversleep festival to honor the heroes of old,              

who went an entire week without sleeping a wink to defend the town from hordes of                
undead. The atmosphere this evening, however, feels different, as if some tragedy or other              
was meant to take place tonight. A young man in a green suit with a green facemask will                  
stroll into town with a large sack of gold, feeling mighty generous. He will donate, gamble                
and drink himself into borderline poverty, always paying with shiny gold coins marked with              
a four leaf clover on the side. After the green man removes himself from the tow, strange                 
deaths begin to occur to the townsfolk throughout the evening every hour until the gold is                
returned to its rightful owners. Will the brave new heroes defeat the four leprechauns dead               1

set on getting it back, or will they perish with the rest of the town?” 

This adventure is made to run in a 4 hour span with a timer on what events happen                  
at each moment of play. It should be clear to the players that this is the case so that they                    
can feel the pressure of more and more deaths piling into them as the clock goes by. A table                   
on what events are happening at which moment is at page 9. By the nature of this mecanic,                  
we recommend that you play a system that you are familiar with so that play is not hindered                  
by looking up for mechanics, rules or other boring stuff.  

 

   

1 These creatures are generally represented as short male gnomish creatures that wear green clothes               
and are obsessed with their gold, and want to do whatever they can to get it back. We believe there’s no                     
reason for them to be portrayed as male, so they are written in a way that you can play them as any gender                       
you see fit. 



How do you celebrate the Neversleep           

festival? 

1. .A labyrinth made out of man-sized pumpkins. There is no real reward for it other               
than bragging rights, as a matter of fact, one of the local children feels particularly               
proud of his record setting maze run, which took three minutes to make it to the                
center and back. The players can go into the maze to try and break that record if                 
they’re feeling petty enough, for which they’ll need to roll to successfully navigate. I              
mean they may even find something interesting. Hell, there is even the chance that              
they may find a trail of gold pieces leading them away from the right path. Probably                
causing the player to fall short of that record breaking run they were hoping for. If                
any player has been particularly mean to the children of town, they’ll probably prank              
the player as he navigates the maze, either through misleading him or throwing balls              
of mud over the walls of maze. 

2. The season’s greatest pie: To make a prize worthy pie, if the players choose to join,                
the players will need to find pie making ingredients: Butter, eggs, water flour for the               
crust and milk, even more eggs, mashed pumpkins and any spices the players may              
think of adding. . Players must try and gather these ingredients before the contest,              
either buying them for at least 5 gold pieces (they can lower the price with a                
successful roll to convince the vendor, or a different one to find a better offer in                
town) or by sneaking around stealing them from other contestants. After gathering            
the ingredients, all that's left is to actually make the pie, which is apparently an               
important part of the pie making contest or so I hear, which will take around half an                 
hour. It costs 2 gold pieces to enter the contest and the prize is a huge pumpkin with                  
the phrase “master of pumpkins” carved into its side. However, it looks like the              
green man may have added something shiny inside this time, 30 clover-marked gold             
pieces. The not so wicked witch of the east is in it to win it ,however, and will try to                    
use her vast knowledge of magic to make the finest pie this world has ever seen.                
Don’t ask us why, as long as she is satisfied with pie making instead of child eating,                 
we won’t ask too many questions. Players participating may notice something is off             
in her pie making with a high roll or an appropriate spell and may accuse her of                 
cheating. If accused, she will shapeshift into a raven and flee into the forest leaving               
the player’s to win the honorary “Master of pumpkins” title. 

3. The most haunting haunt of the night. Every kid in the town has dressed up as his                 
favorite champion from the world. A little goblin kid is dressed up as one of the                
heroes, the one with the most reputation or one picked randomly. Some have deities              
costumes, some have makeshift costumes of tin and different metals. Meanwhile,           
some adults dress up as terrifying monsters to be defeated by these great heroes. If               
a character is dressed up (as well as the person playing the character), the kids are                
going to mock-fight them, and expect to find candies in their person for ‘defeating’              
them. Any player (the player not the character) who doesn’t have a candy in their               
person after being defeated makes the kids disappointed and unfriendly towards the            
character; if they do have candies, the kids will be very friendly towards the PCs. This                
might help them forward in the campaign. There's normally a small price of a basket               
of pumping for the best costume for adults in the town, but this year's basket               
received a special anonymous donation, and is filled with gold coins (3d10 GP), but              



nobody will know until the price has been given. For a player to win, they have to                 
actually bring the best costume they can bring to the session.  

4. The bar of wonders: all through the night, the bar is brimming with activities and               
celebration. If a character wants to do something interesting, there are a couple of              
choices: 

a. Dice table: At the local tavern there are two tables in the back destined for               
drunken gamblers. One appears to be there for dice rolling and one is there              
to play liar’s dice. The green man showed up earlier, bought drinks for             
everyone and gambled his money away before being thrown out. 

b. Fight club: Somewhere in town there is a very, very extremely illegal fight             
club the temple does not want you to get involved with. It will be casually               
mentioned by some men in the tavern and by Father Fitzpatrick’s personal            
assistants. If the players want to join it or put an end to it they will need to                  
find it first. The players can try to intimidate people for information. Though             
doing so may cause them to be disliked by the townsfolk. It is no easy task,                
since most people in town are fairly aware of the first rule.  

c. Dance off your troubles, or are you dancing them up? The tavern is filled with               
people trying to dance, if anyone goes dancing, they will have a lovely night!              
That is, unless they meet a sneaky robber named Siobhan Tam  

 

   



The first victims 

The first body belongs to an old dwarf. It will be found behind the local tavern the                 
moment the clock strikes midnight The townsfolk will recognize the body as a certain Jack               
O’McGuffin, a local farmer who lost his partner, his sister and his niece last spring and may                 
discuss this with the party if present around the time the body is found or is asked.. The old                   
dwarf had taken to drowning his sorrows in the tavern ever since becoming a widower. They                
were last seen alive in the tavern, to no one’s surprise. They had invited a round of beer to                   
all people in the tavern, which he paid for with a handful of gold coins, as they carried in his                    
arms many more. At around 10:30 pm, they joined the gamblers in the tavern’s dice table.                
At roughly, 11:45, Jackie won plenty of gold playing liar’s dice against the green man. It’s                
worth noting that the body is found with no gold in its pockets. Only 39 silver pieces were                  
left behind in a small bag in his coat. The body is blue and bloated and a basic intelligence                   
check should reveal to the players that the dwarf was strangled. 

The second body found belongs to an elf known as Siobhan Tam who is known as a                  
local troublemaker and had been questioned by a few town guards before the festival began               
about several suspicions of burglary. Several of the guards suspect Tam about the Dwarf’s              
murder. This belief is shared by Father Fitzpatrick, a local low ranking cleric and who will ask                 
that the player’s find the elven lass. From the eastern outskirts of town there are footprints                
leading to the forest. There are two different sets of footprints and the trail of what                
appears to be a heavy round object dragged through the muddy ground. Their body can be                
found by following the footsteps in the depths of the forest. The body lays there, sitting                
down with her back against a large oak and a vine wrapped around very tightly around her                 
neck. The body has also been badly beaten with a blunt object. The gold is not in her person. 

Last seen alive 5 minutes after midnight they were dancing with several people at              
the tavern. Players who hang out in the tavern between 11 and 12:15 may be asked to                 
dance by the elven woman. Players who take her up on their offer may have to roll to notice                   
anything strange. Players who fail will not notice anything until her death, players who              
succeed may notice her stealing the gold off of their pockets and may try to stop her, if they                   
do try, they will throw sand into their eyes and run off into the forest. You may add smoke                   
bombs for  flavoring or have her steal something else as well as the gold. 

Players who give chase will be witnesses to their death (which may be premature if               
this kicks off before 12:15) as a long thorny vine will wrap itself around her neck and drag                  
her deep into the shadowy forest. Players choosing to still give chase after witnessing will               
need to roll to avoid being lost in the forest. If the players are successful, they will see a                   
stout leprechaun with feathers hanging off of his beard and the name Aoife carved into a                
golden plate in his belt watching the strangled body from behind a nearby tree.. Players can                
then choose to fight them and if they are successfully defeated, they will find a pot of gold                  
hidden in a hole between the roots of the tree he was hiding behind. This shouldn’t be a                  
challenging fight, he either flees with magic, or falls with the first blow from the characters.                
Do not roll initiative for this or any combat, characters are acting in real time and they will                  
either act quickly enough or let the creature escape. 

   



The clover-marked gold 

Players who choose to gamble at the dice table in the tavern against the green man                
may notice the coins he pays with all have a four leaf clover engraved on one side and a                   
buckled boot on the other. 

Shortly after the green man leaves the town, a green eyed gnome will walk into the                
tavern. He will walk up to the bar, order a drink as he eyes the patrons around the tavern.                   
After finishing his drink, he’ll head to the gamblers’ table and introduce himself and sit               
down watching the players. 

His shoes will make a disproportionately loud jingly noise as the gnome walks around              
the tavern. They will walk up to the table and roll the dice, snake eyes come up as he eyes                    
the golden coins littering the table and will mention how four leaf clovers may not always                
bring good luck. As the night goes on, they will constantly show bad luck when rolling and                 
will begin to question the legitimacy, first of the dice, then of the gold on the table all in vain                    
attempts to try and get some gold for themselves. Regardless of whether or not he is                
successful, he will leave the tavern 20 minutes before midnight as he leaves, he will regard                
the gambler’s with a limerick and a mischievous expression 

“There once was a young man named Sean 

Whose wish came from a sly leprechaun 

To be surrounded by dough 

Was what he wanted so 

In six months he was born as a fawn.” 

 

By now, the game master as well as sharper players should have at least an inkling that the                  

gold with the clover markings is odd ,to say the least. If you need it spelled out. The people                   

who have clover marked gold pieces on their person are being hunted down and killed by                

the leprechaun. Yes, that absolutely includes the players. If they have clover-marked gold,             

they will be attacked at several points throughout the night.  

 

   



The green eyed charlatan 

At 3:30 am (If the players have revealed that the cause of the deaths is a                

leprechaun): A green eyed dwarf will stroll through town with a small sized cart filled with                

silver colored amulets, selling them at 10 gold pieces each. They will introduce themselves              

and claim the amulets are cold iron and will render the evil creatures of the forest unable to                  

harm the wearer. If the amulets are successfully examined, the players may be able to               

notice that they are actually just stones painted silver and tied together with string. If the                

players confront the dwarf, he will simply claim the magic is too complex for them. If the                 

players decide to try and stop him, he will throw some stones at them and run away. If the                   

players chase after them, they will head into the forest and disappear into a hole in a tree                  

trunk. If the players stay there, they’ll be attacked by a barrage of rocks thrown from the                 

trees around them. 

 

 

  



NPCs 

1. Jackie O’Mcguffin: Lazily puts on a sheet over their head to pretend to be a monster                
until 10:30, when they felt too sad to keep playing with the kids and went to the bar.                  
Then, they gamble and drink until 11:45, when they pass out behind the bar. 

2. Siobhan Tam arrives in town before the adventures. Quietly takes a drink from 10 to               
10:30. Dances for an hour from 10.30 to 11:30, then spends one hour walking              
around town looking for a good time for her escape. 

3. The (not so wicked) witch of the north-south: they disguised themself as a villager              
and spent all of their time trien to cook the best pie in town. After deaths start                 
occurring, supposing they are still in town, they will try to give candies to the kids to                 
calm them down.  

4. The kids in town: Of the 40 persons that live in town, about 15 of them are kids, who                   
will put on costumes during the mock fight of the festival. Most of them go to sleep                 
before 11, and should only appear if one of them dies latter in the adventure 

5. The green man: Mysterious, dishonest and tricky, yet this evening he feels mighty             
generous under the autumn moon. 

6. Father Fitzpatrick ; Old elven leader of the local temple. Probably the most important              
public figure in town. Although he will talk people’s ear off about any topic 

7. Vine-wielding Leprechaun :. Sneaky leprechaun who hangs feathers of various birds           
from their long red beard or hair. Will murder Siobhan Tam with a thorny vine and                
may encounter the players who find them the forest at the time of Tam’s Death. 

8. Hunting horn Leprechaun : Will at first shapeshift into a green eyed gnome to try and                
subtly persuade gamblers to get rid of the four leaf clover marked coins. Later they               
will remove themselves from the tavern, strangle O’McGuffin and call for the haunt             
to begin, along with their three siblings. Their true form is that of a balding               
leprechaun whose boots appear to be made with the scale of some strange reptilian              
creature, the scales jingling as  they walk. 

9. Charlatan Leprechaun : Will transform into a green eyed dwarven man and will try to               
trick people into giving them the gold coins by selling false amulets to protect              
themselves from the haunt. If confronted by the players, they will flee into the              
nearby forest, where they will fight by throwing small rocks from behind several             
trees. When taking their true form, they look like a leprechaun wearing a green bow               
and with purple bags under their eyes. 

10. Cane wielding Leprechaun : Boldest of the leprechauns, will walk into town like they              

own the place in the later stages of the night and will attack all survivors they find                 

with a large wooden cane. Will not flee and will not hide.their arrival signals the               

beginning of the end for the remaining survivors. Should be a tough fight for players               

looking to end the night in climactic combat. Their face is covered in different sorts               

of scars and their smile radiates confidence despite lacking a few teeth. 

11. Grainne the brewer (Pronounced grawn-ye): An ill-tempered dwarven lass who           
runs the local tavern and makes more money on the night of the festival than during                
the rest of autumn, also spends twice as much of her finest booze. Every year this is                 
the make or break evening for her tavern and usually earns enough gold to make it                
through leaner months. Even after learning that the clover marked gold pieces are             
cursed, she will refuse to give them up, as doing so would mean running out of both                 
booze and money for what might even be the rest of the year. Through good rolls                



and a good argument, she may be persuaded to let go. But if the players fail and                 
leave, next time they come to the tavern, they’ll find her dead body badly beaten               
with a wooden cane and the safe containing both the marked and unmarked gold              
nowhere to be seen. 

  



Tables: 

Table 1: events in town. 

Events Real time progression Simplified in game time 
progression 

 00:00-00:29 10:00-10:29 

Kids attack! 00:30-0:59 10:30-10:59 

  01:00-1:29 11:00-11:29 

pie making prize 
 

01:30-1:59 11:30-11:59 

First death: As the bells 
sound midnight.  
2nd death at 2:15 

02:00-02:29 12:00-12:29 

3 deaths total: (2:30, 2:40 
and 2:50) 

02:30-02:59 12:30-12:59 

6 deaths (3, 3:05, :10, :15, 
:20, :25 :30 

03:00-03:29 01:00-01:29 

15 dead/ death every two 
minutes 

03:30-03:59 01:30-01:59 

 

 

 

  



Even though the first deaths are scripted, every death after that should be rolled in               
the following table, if a result seems unlikely (there can only be so many kids in town) then                  
feel free to roll again. Since the leprechaun is trying to find his money, the target will have at                   
least a couple of gold coins in his person. The creatures are not evil, but are quite busy and                   
would rather part with his money before his target can ask for help. If you’re not                
comfortable killing a specific character (or with murder in general) just let it be captured               
and a screeching scream will alert of their loss. 

Roll one D8 or choose 
one 

Character Place 

1 One of the kids  In the bar 

2 One participant of a 
contest  

Chased after by the 
creature, found in the 
woods. 

3 A drunk person from the 
bar 

Somewhere inside the 
pumpkin maze 

4 One of the heroes (don’t 
roll for a place) 

Inside their own home. 

5 An adult dressed as a 
monster 

Inside the temple 

6 A monster pretending to 
be a human (Zombie, 
werewolf, demon etc...)  

Celebrating in the middle 
of the street 

7 A player’s character best 
friend  

In town square 

8 Farmer Middle of the street 

 

 

 

  



Possible endings 

Depending on the player’s choices and accomplishments, they will get three endings in each              
playthrough, one for each one of the three following categories. Town, Green man, And              
Leprechaun.The first one defines in what state will the town be when the sun rises, whether                
there will be survivors or whether there will be any town left at all. The second one defines                  
what happens to the man in green who caused the tragedy of the Neversleep festival with                
the clover-marked gold, and the third, defining whether the gold is returned or not. You can                
also feel free to improvise if you believe your players took a different path that cannot lead                 
to these endings. 

1. Town endings:  

The ghost town: If the players die or abandon the town and the townsfolk have not                
been convinced to get rid of the cursed gold, the townsfolk will not discover what is causing                 
the deaths until it is too late and there are no survivors in the small town. If any of the                    
players ever decides to come back they will find no more than a ghost town, with old bones                  
littering the streets. If all the players die, the town will be forgotten entirely, no maps nor                 
visitor will be able to find it for decades, centuries even, until a new group of adventurers                 
follow the rainbow into an old abandoned path amongst the mountains, leading to what              
was once the town plaza, where amongst the bones of nameless, forgotten folk will lay a                
single pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. 

New heroes in town: If the players resolve the curse of the gold by getting rid of it or                   
defeating the leprechauns: the townsfolk are gravely saddened (well, the ones that remain             
alive that is) but are incredibly grateful to the heroes. They will build monuments for the                
heroes and gravestones for their fallen brethren. Eventually, the town will once again             
celebrate the night that brave heroes stood up for them in a Neversleep festival. As far as                 
we know, only living people can build monuments. This outcome does, of course, require              
enough townsfolk to have  made it through the night. 

 

2. Green man endings:  

The green man chase: If the players get rid of the gold, and go after the green man.                  
they will leave the small town to deal with the consequences of the attack and will                
eventually track him to a port town in the outskirts of one of the bigger cities in the                  
continent. They will run into a party of higher level adventurers who appear to be searching                
for someone with a similar description. When the two groups interact, they will eventually              
discover that the high level party is searching for their rogue who went missing after a                
drunken celebration amongst satyrs, fey and all sorts of creatures of the forests. They have               
tracked him to this town but he seems to have sailed off somewhere. 

The cat and the mouse: If the players leave town with some gold (those greedy               
bastards) they will find themselves the chasers and the chased, the cat looking for the man                
that stole their gold, and the mouse, forever running from mysterious death happening             
around them, running before anybody finds out what the killers are looking for. 



The green man’s run: If players completely forget about the green man, or if they               
were living under a rock and somehow didn’t hear about a man dressed in flashy green                
clothes handing out gold all night, gently and/or passive-aggressively explain how           
somewhere, somehow, there is a pesky little rogue dressed in green that’s enjoying his              
wealth at the expense of a couple of lives in a town in the middle of nowhere.  

 

3. Leprechaun’s endings 

The little people’s curse: If the players kill all four attacking leprechauns and keep              
the gold to themselves (because they somehow don’t remember what the curse is about).              
They will leave the town, for whom it should be all fine and dandy if they survive, however,                  
might we remind you, the gold is still cursed. Remind them of the fact that just because four                  
leprechauns failed to kill them, that absolutely does not mean that they won’t try again               
perhaps in a different place at a different time. But the curse of the clover-marked gold they                 
carry shall remain until the players let go, or until they are no more. 

The payout: If the players leave at least one leprechaun alive, then gather and return               
the clover marked gold. The gold will be taken to the eastern edge of the town, the entrance                  
to the woods. Where the remaining living leprechauns will put it into an empty pot of gold                 
and then proceed to drag the pot into the forest as fireflies illuminate their paths. As the                 
players watch the leprechaun go, they will see dozens of pairs of eyes shining through the                
darkness staring them down. They will hear the leprechaun counting their gold pieces and              
slowly the shining eyes will leave one by one, vanishing into the depths of the forest                
hopefully never to be seen again. 

 


